
Exodus 20:1-3
Looking after Number One

The key thing with these Ten Commandments
(or  ten  words,  the  more  literal  translation)  is  to
remember who it is who spoke them.  Not Moses, but God himself,
who first of all reminds his hearers of who he is, and how he has
already taken the initiative in saving them.  So these words cannot be
a call  simply  to the alternative  slavery  of  Legalism,  or  a route  by
which to earn salvation.

You might like to consider some of the really helpful quotes
(some  included  in  the  sermon)  from  a  new  book  by  Jen  Wilkin
(Crossway Books – not sure if it's available in print in this country yet,
but  certainly  in  electronic  format)  entitled  Ten  Words  to  live  by.
There are spaces left for any notes you want to make – or insights
you would like to follow up on.

Practically, we live as polytheists. Our idolatry is a “both-and”
arrangement: I need God AND I need a spouse. I ned God AND I
need a smaller waist size.  I need God AND I need good health. I
need God AND I need a well-padded bank account.

It often takes a crisis to point out our folly. There is nothing
like a financial crisis to teach us our worship of money and comfort in
addition to God. There is nothing like a wayward child or a divorce to
teach us our worship of having a perfect family in addition to God.
There is nothing like the ageing process to teach us our worship of
health and beauty in addition to God.

Paul does not mean for us to put to death behaviours only,
but  the  idols  of  the  heart  that  hide  behind  them.  He  is  urging
believers to be students of our behaviours as indicators of what (or
who) we worship in addition to God.

We were created in the image of God. The more we worship
an idol the more we will conform to its image. To put to death an idol
is to be restored to the image of God.

John’s description of the New Jerusalem … takes the things
we esteem the highest in this life and reduces them to the level of
commonplace.  All  of  these  elements  -  gold,  precious  stones,  the
celestial bodies, rulers, crowns - are what humans throughout history
have worshipped, the stuff  of our dual allegiances. These are the
idols of this world.

The New Jerusalem is a first-is-last place, where the things
we have exalted will be cast down to the level of their real worth. … It
is a place whose inhabitants at last obey the first word: “You shall no
other gods before me.” It is Eden restored.

And some questions to address, too:

 What idol are you most tempted to worship alongside God?
What  are  you  hoping  to  control  or  avoid  by  this  dual
allegiance?

 What current sinful behaviour can you trace to worshipping
something alongside God? How does forgetfulness of your
costly  deliverance  factor  into  the  way  you  respond  to
temptation?


